Pop-up Tour Findings Report
Fall 2015

Community Engagement Method
In order to create a system plan that reflects our local values and needs, hearing the voices of the Eugene
community at large was a pivotal component of the planning process. To expand beyond public workshops to new
and varied demographics for the system plan, a pop-up engagement unit was mobilized to meet people where
they live, work and play. Through the activation techniques at these events, we were able to engage the
community in ways that were steeped in color, accented with humor, and fluent in today’s technologies.

A team of 4-5 Parks & Recreation staff and an eye-catching VW bus inspired trailer coined “Little Red” popped-up
at community hubs throughout Eugene from May through September, 2015. The spontaneous, festive and casual
atmosphere set the stage for meaningful conversations and information sharing. These pop-up events captured
Eugene’s sense of place and personal connection with authenticity and fun.
Interestingly, the tone and type of feedback varied, depending on the location and time of day. Locations were
strategically selected for their diversity of demographics, in all corners of the city, and at different times of the day
– helping to ensure that the collective community voice would be well represented. It was also important to
match the live events with a similar online experience to reach an even broader audience. Whether a citizen
interacted with the pop-up or visited the web and social media pages, the conversation and points of engagement
were complementary.
The total budget for the mobile engagement unit, including the purchase of the trailer, customization, branding,
and the activation elements, was just over $38,000. More than $22,000 of that budget was paid for by in-kind
materials and services and sponsorships. As well, an additional $14,000 of branding and advertising was donated
to support the pop-up events. Eleven community partners contributed cash, goods or services to make these
events possible, not to mention the pop-up location hosts that provided the physical space and invaluable
assistance with outreach and support. See attached budget.
Pop-up events featured:

Chatter Box
Recording Booth

Picture Your Parks
Photo Booth

Pedal Power Music,
solar power,
mobile wi-fi

Bean Bag Toss,
Signage, maps,
brochures, etc

Free ice cream bars
and organic juice

Community Engagement Goals
A powerful accomplishment achieved through these events was to connect people to places and services that
aligned with their parks and recreation needs. The pop-up team was able to find out what people love and point
them toward existing programs, parks, events and community centers where they could improve their skills, meet
like-minded people, and enjoy their favorite activities. Predetermined goals included:
 Inform the public regarding our plan, the process, the benefits of parks and recreation and the challenges
our system faces.
 Gain input on our plan through conversation, stories and the convenience sample survey
 Reconnect people to what they personally value about Parks and Recreation
 Build relationships and foster support

Key Messages
The atmosphere of these pop-up events was fun and spontaneous while sharing information about the planning
process and important issues facing the system. The following consistent messages were shared by the pop-up
staff team during events:
 Average age of our recreation facilities is 42 years and not well-suited today’s needs. Parts of town are
completely unserved.
 The park system has doubled in size during the last decade and operational funding has declined during
that same time.
 Parks and Recreation are a vital component of our community’s health.
 We have inherited a great system. It’s our generation’s responsibility to leave a legacy for the future.

Demographics
The pop-up visited 30 locations throughout Eugene at local gathering spots, retail outlets, parks and community
events at various times of the day in order to reach broad demographic representative of the community as a
whole. See attached map for pop-up locations.
The team had conversations with more than 2,500 people and made visual impressions on several thousand
more. The distribution of men and women spoken with was nearly equal and of those adults, close to half of them
were accompanied by children. See attached list of event details and demographics per location.
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Input Received
The pop-up allowed a wide range of sensory and styles of engagement, through which we were able to assess the
general community sentiment regarding parks and recreation. Personal and meaningful stories were shared in the
Chatter Box Recording Booth, which capture the genuine value of parks and recreation in people’s lives. Through
the Picture Your Parks Photo Booth we saw huge smiles and spur of the moment thoughts invoking memories
about favorite places and activities, through which the essence of people’s priorities were reflected. Much of the
input received however, was more quantitative through conversations and written ideas submitted in the idea
box. This feedback was categorized as constructive, positive or an idea for consideration. The themes within each
of those three categories are as follows. See attached feedback log for the full report of comments received.

POSITIVE FEEDBACK
A. From the river to the ridges and everything in between, people overwhelmingly love and support
Eugene’s parks and recreation system. They use parks often and appreciate the diversity of places
available. Locations repeated specifically include Ridgeline Trail, Riverfront Bike Path, RiverPlay
playground, Amazon Pool, Spray play areas, and WJ Skatepark.
B. Affordable family fun. Through recreation centers, classes and parks, the system provides low-cost and
free entertainment for every member of the family. The ability to go to parks and burn-off energy was
mentioned as a sanity-saver for many parents. One mom described playing in parks as the number one
reason she was able to take her son off ADHD medication and that helps him to stay focused in school.
C. The parks and recreation system is an invaluable social network. Parks and recreation facilities provide
places and spaces to contribute and engage, and allow personal connections that help combat feelings of
isolation so common in today’s tech-driven society. Community centers, the programs offered, and the
connections made with other people there are incredibly impactful and were referred to as “a life line”
for many. People with little else, say they are grateful to have the parks and they feel welcome there.
Stories of child visitation in parks and as a place to escape during recovery from drug abuse reveal deep
value of parks and recreation to a healthy community.
D. The variety and range of program offerings for both adults and children are well-loved by the people who
use them. Events that bring the community together are cherished and parks and recreation is recognized
for doing this very well.
E. Eugene’s parks and recreation system is appreciated for its general accessibility with relatively few
barriers to everyone being able to enjoy these places and spaces.

CONSTRUCTIVE FEEDBACK
A. People see the need for more shade, trees and shelter from the elements over picnic areas and
playgrounds. They are generally dissatisfied with the removal of sand from playgrounds and have a
mistrust of the replacement woodchips (chemicals and splinters.) There is a strong desire for a restroom
in every park. Some even suggested pay-to-use facilities as an alternative to going without.
B. We heard across the board concern for the impacts of homelessness on parkland, safety concerns and the
ability for families to continue to enjoy these important places. People want a compassionate and
immediate resolution to the issue of homelessness.
C. Promote programmed activities in parks, using kiosks, and increase access and visibility of information.
Upgrade the information available on the parks and recreation website and reprint the park map.
D. Loud and clear we heard that people love access to water – whether it be pools, spray play or the river.
They want better access to water, equally distributed in all areas of the City, and within walking distance.
Amazon Pool is beloved, but seasonal and too busy for many to enjoy. Limited hours and usage prevents
people from fully utilizing our existing pools.
E. Provide better equity of parkland, community centers, pools and park amenities throughout Eugene,
everyone wants close access to these community assets.

IDEAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
A. People love community events and want to see even more neighborhood scale events, music, movies,
concerts, and interactive public art. Create festive park environments and encourage social gatherings,
with food carts and bands. The community views parks and recreation as both a provider and a facilitator
of these kinds of activities in building neighborhood bonds and civic engagement. Many of the
programming ideas submitted suggest a shift toward a desire for more recreation programming of
outdoor park spaces.
B. Enhancing connectivity was a very holistic theme that came through in a range of aspects. Some
connections were physical, from connecting the trail system, linking transportation corridors, and to
natural areas and the river. Others were more social, reflecting on ways to increase neighborhood
connections and to people with each other.
C. Create better access to the river and capitalize on Eugene’s identity as a river city, continue the great
work to enhance water quality and better support river recreational opportunities.
D. Expand the definition of “playground” and think beyond standard play structures – consider nature play,
exercise stations for adults, intergenerational playgrounds with something for every age, and intellectual
play spaces outdoors.
E. Expand the concept of community gardens to included ideas such as urban agriculture on public lands and
accessible food forests. People see these ideas as part of the solution to creating a more engaged and
self- sustaining community who will be better prepared for emergencies as well as helping to feed the
most vulnerable in our community.

